
A. Special circumstances exist relating to the soil conditions, shape, or topography of a parcel of 
land or the unusual character of an existing structure but not affecting generally the zoning 
district in which the land or structure is located.
 
An unusual characteristic of the existing deck is that it is placed over a stairway where one can at best 
crouch as they proceed up or down the stairs. This is not an easy way for someone with mobility issues to
move around and generally not a safe way to proceed up or down any set of stairs. Given this issue, our 
deck rebuild plan intends to have the rebuilt first floor deck end instead of sitting over the basement door. 
In other words, our intention is to leave enough space so that someone can walk down the stairs without 
potentially walking into or hitting a body part (most likely their head) on a first floor deck extending over 
the door; the first floor deck would extend over the door and cause an issue, if we were to abide fully by 
the 4 ft. dimensional standard. Additionally, we can’t carry large necessary items easily, or at all, into the 
basement with the existing condition of the deck and how it is placed over a door. Anything large enough 
needs to be taken apart and reassembled for it to fit into the basement. For these reasons, we need to 
make the first floor deck 3 feet and 6 inches from the first floor door.
 
 
B. Literal enforcement of the provision of this Ordinance for the district where the subject land or 
structure is located would involve substantial hardship, financial or otherwise, to the petitioner or 
appellant due to said special circumstances.
 
Literal enforcement would cause substantial hardship. Currently the existing deck provides no easy 
access into the basement door, other than through a crawl space. This makes the current basement 
entryway unusable unless one crouches or crawls under the deck. The goal of the proposed deck rebuild 
was for it to be done within the existing setbacks, but also to gain access into the basement in a safe 
manner. Enforcing the 4 foot requirement for the dimension going from the first floor back door towards 
the top of the basement door would be hazardous for someone walking down the existing stairs after the 
deck is rebuilt; one could easily hit their head or have to shift their body unnaturally in order to walk down 
the existing stairs into the basement. This creates a fall risk.
 
Literal enforcement would also cause financial hardship – we could of course move the door over to 
accommodate the 4 foot requirement, but moving a door that is part of the stone/brick foundation would 
be a significant expense. Finally, not doing anything isn’t an option and continues to leave us with an 
unsafe situation. This is elaborated on in section C, but in short the current deck is falling apart and 
currently weak. We also have a major water issue going into the basement under the rotted deck wood 
/deck door, down the stairs, and under the basement door onto the floor.
 
C. Desirable relief could be granted without causing substantial detriment to the public good and 
without nullifying or substantially derogating from the intent and purpose of a specific district in 
this Ordinance or the Ordinance in general.
 
This deck rebuild attempts to respect all existing rules and setbacks, and we aren’t requesting a hardship 
variance here for an excessive and luxurious addition to our home. The rebuild is instead needed for 
safety and usability. According to the home inspection report from December 2019, “The two level rear 
deck has settled, is under-framed by today’s standards, the second floor framing is decayed, the deck 
treads on each level are decayed, the stairs have failed, the first floor railing is loose and weak, and the 
railings are toe-nailed and weak. Due to the overall condition the individual deck components are beyond 
sectional repair. The two level deck should be rebuilt to modern construction standards now for your 
safety and long term serviceability.”
 
Allowing for us to proceed despite not having a large enough dimension - by just six inches - can only 
have a positive effect on the neighborhood and city by creating value and improving upon the aesthetics 
of the home.
 
I cannot see any reason why this would derogate the district or neighborhood but I would be happy to 
discuss this if the Zoning Board feels there is any degradation to the district by allowing us to bypass this 



requirement by six inches.


